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Introduction

Long-standing major problems of the Solar System are:- (1) the
mean specific angular momentum (a.m.) of SS planetary materials is
>105 times the Sun’s, and (2) the origin of SS water.
There are two ways to approach the a.m. difference problem. One
(a) is to attempt it within the Single Contracting Solar Nebula (SCSN)
frame; the other (b) is by way of the 2-stage scenario devised in the
context of my exciting new insight on the mechanism of gravitation.
In either case the nebula is the agent required for endowing the
planets (and their feedstock for growth) with their high a.m., so
planetary construction has to be completed while it is present. Such
a short timescale rules out the (hot) SCSN-based iron-cores-bypercolation family of models, which apparently take too long.
So we must revert to Ringwood’s original core model, which
specifically requires nebular presence throughout, that it be below
600K (a feature of the second stage of my scenario (b)), and has the
virtue of generating vast volumes of reaction water for the SS.

A part of that water gave the early Earth a very wet mantle, with
abundant consequences. Among these I show that its decline, as
the ocean emerged, wrought a major change in the rheological and
tectonic behaviour of the upper mantle at ~2.5Ga, which remains a
major factor in global dynamics. This change also led to the primary
rise in atmospheric oxygen at ~2.2Ga, which is why we are here.
*****
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Planetary a.m. and core formation 1
It was first recognized by Jeans 1917, 1919, and endorsed by
Lyttleton 1941 and Gold 1984, that the huge mean specific angular
momentum (a.m.) of the SS planetary materials (>130,000 times solar)
demands that they and all the material that they formed from had a
separate dynamical origin. So where did this material come from?
Repeated efforts (e.g. von Weizsäcker 1944; Lynden Bell & Pringle
1974) to overcome this within a single contracting solar nebula (SCSN)
frame have not proven satisfactory. It appears that the viscous work to
be done during a.m. partition would heat it too much for planets to
condense from it and/or it would take much longer than nebular
presence is likely. But even if these difficulties could be overcome in
SCSN, planet a.m. would still require that accretion of each was
completed while the nebula was present.
My new physical insight on the mechanism of gravitation has
enabled me to devise a 2-stage scenario (2000a, 2006, 2009a,b,c) which
can resolve this, even numerically, and yields many other dynamical
benefits, including the prograde planetary spins and a high degree of
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consistency with the exoplanet scene. Basically, the already star-like
protoSun flew into and traversed a second dust cloud, setting up a polar
infall and quasi-equatorial disc outflow in which the planets were
individually nucleated in turn close to the protoSun, growing rapidly by
tidal capture from the flow while it pushed them outward. This increased
their a.m. (and that of the feedstock) as the simple result of being
pushed radially outward while orbiting. That flow and planetary growth
ceased when the cloud traverse was complete, only a few Ma later, but
with no expectation of late giant impacts, as testified by the retention of
gas-drag-imposed circular orbits of all except Mercury.
So the resolution of the a.m. problem, regardless of whether it is
done within SCSN or within our 2-stage scenario, rules out the
cores-by-percolation (including magma ocean) models. Hf-W and other
siderophile data have led to the view that >30Ma was required in the
case of the Earth; this would imply substantial post-nebula accretion.
Other problems with the percolation model arise from the presence of
cores in 3 of the 4 Galilean moons of Jupiter (Kuskod & Kronov 2001);
so far from the Sun, Fe melt or vapour would be unlikely even while the
nebula was present (and far too cold after that) and they, especially
Europa, are probably too small to have developed a ‘magma ocean’.

Osmaston
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A.m. of SS planets demands nebula-present accretion
Nebula-present core formation - Ringwood model
(pre~4561Ma? for E)
Cool nebula
(<600K )gives
high f0 2silicate
Earth (Fe as FeO)
Chemical reduction of
FeO at upwelling centres
by nebular envelope

Opacity of dusty nebula
makes distance from the
Sun immaterial.
Heat for convection
onset is accretion
and radiogenic

BIG lumps
of
Fe, FeS, C (after Fe3C)
(+?) P,Ca,U,Th

Solar System water formed
(~1000 earth-oceans for cores
of terrestrial planets)
Incorporation of hydrated crust gave
the early Earth a wet mantle,
facilitating the high melting of komatiites
These have -Nb anoms and the MORBsource mantle still shows the
complementary +Nb
Core formation starts early in growth of
body; needs to begin (for Europa) at about
growing core
1% ME. Finishes when nebula departs.

2

Loading of descending
limb ensures convective
penetration and speeds
up core formation
So does the release of
gravitational energy

Lumps descend in and
assist flow so
NO PERCOLATION
or
HSE-STRIPPING

Partition across CMB later
(pressure evens up partition coeffs)
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To make cores within the timescale of nebular presence we must
revert to Ringwood’s original model (1960, 1966, 1975, 1979) (see
Figure). In this the protoplanet grows until internal convective overturn
begins, involving the surface eruption of FeO in lavas. Reaction with the
enveloping nebula results in Fe and water, the Fe being subsequently
‘subducted’ in big bodies, without chemical interaction with the mantle.
Crucially, this means that observations of siderophile partition (e.g.
Hf-W) DO NOT RELATE to formation of a deep-mantle magma ocean but
to post-30Ma exchanges across the CMB. So core completion could
have been much earlier, within the nebular timescale. The Ringwood
process requires that the protoplanet should have been built with its
iron in oxidized form in a cool (<600K) nebula (Wood & Hashimoto
1993), not the reduced form present in hot-nebula SCSN.
So this deletes SCSN from options to deal with the a.m. problem,
leaving only the second stage of my new scenario. Typical secondcloud temperature is only ~10K, so the resulting disc would surely have
been cool enough, even allowing for solar heating of the inner part of
the pole-to-equator flow (the probable site of CAI formation).

The origin of Solar System water. Ringwood also foresaw that this
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reaction could resolve the (even now outstanding) problem of the origin
of SS water, generating (my estimate) a total of >1000 Earth-ocean
volumes for the cores in the 4 terrestrial planets. In the new scenario
the excess water is moved outwards at the final stage of nebular
clear-out, some being captured by Jupiter. Both cometary water and the
CAI which STARDUST found in a comet are consistent with this
direction of movement. Many authors have invoked the comets as the
primary source of SS water, but this merely passes the buck as to why
it’s there.

Core formation gave the early Earth a wet mantle
An obvious diagnostic of Ringwood-mode core formation is that it
would have ensured that as much water as feasible was sequestered
into the mantle. Can we demonstrate that it did?
On the rest of this poster we show that the decreasing presence of
this water, as the ocean was evolved from it, was indeed responsible for
a big effect on mantle rheology, altering mantle convection and the plate
tectonic evolution of the Earth. Importantly for our existence, that
change appears to have underlain the initial development of our
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oxygen-bearing atmosphere in the early Proterozoic (Panel 10).
In the early Earth, water-weakening of the mineral structures would
have been high, yielding a low mantle viscosity (Karato & Wu 1993) and
rapid whole-mantle convective overturn in response to the high
radiogenic heating. But, as heating waned and the water content fell in
the Late Archaean, large parts of the upper mantle apparently reached
the point at which the water-weakening could be stripped out by
partition wherever a low-degree interstitial melt was present. This would
have raised its rheological ‘stiffness’ by up to 2 orders of magnitude; a
state applicable to the present suboceanic LVZ (Hirth & Kohlstedt 1996).

Panels 3 & 4 illustrate global examples of current and recent plate
dynamical behaviour. Evidently, material in a similar ‘lock-up’ state also
now constitutes the deep tectopheres of cratons, having reached that
condition in the late Archaean as water-weakening fell.
Panel 5
suggests how those tectospheres were constructed, and in Panel 6 we
use the oceanic LVZ-stiffening as basis for a correspondingly
thick-plate MOR model that provides the mantle ‘suction’ force
inferrable from the global dynamical behaviour shown in panels 3 & 4.

Interrelationships between
large-scale plate motions in the
past 150Ma as indicators of
mantle structure
3
Evidence for loss of water-weakening
in the presence of interstitial fluid

Deep cratonic keels and a 2-layer
mantle
QUESTIONS Do we have a 2-layer mantle? With
the 660km bottom of the upper mantle being a
barrier to mantle flow? Do cratons have keels that
nearly reach that far?
ANSWER IF BOTH ARE TRUE, we can decide
WITHOUT appealing to seismology or to mantle
modellers .....BECAUSE, when cratons converge or
separate, the resulting mantle flows should
produce obvious tectonic effects
AND THEY DO! Globally.

First: What happens when cratons separate?
Where does the required mantle come from?
If it can’t come from below, or by passing
under the cratons, surely it must come in
sideways or find a gap - and it does!

Carib-Scotia motions

Displacements caused by underlying mantle flows
drawn from Pacific as Africa-S America separate
(see also Alvarez 2001 Terra Nova)
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Layout of the Caribbean
after DeMets et al 2007 Haiti 2010
earthquake

“Suction into a funnel”

20
mm/yr
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Cent. Am. structure

(Ortega et al 2006)
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Greenland-Eureka folding

Young
Gakkel
MOR

The GreenlandEureka folding
intra-Eocene

The early Arctic ocean was
nearly surrounded by
cratons, so the flow of
mantle to put under the
opening Eurasia Basin
‘dragged’ Greenland’s keel
northward in the Eocene,
causing major folding
across it’s northern
neighbours, especially
Ellesmere Is., Svalbard.
After Osmaston 2006
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Is the Himalayan collision due to
Arctic opening?
Geoident-Himalayas

By far the deepest
dent in the geoid
(>100m) is around
southern India.

Asia
Americas

It may represent a
dynamical
‘sumphole’ if mantle
flow, MOR-sucked
towards the Arctic
between the Russian
and Siberian cratonic
keels, is acting upon
India’s keel.
The presence of this dent shows that India isn’t being PUSHED from the south
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Asiatect-Bhuj earthquake

Compression is ongoing
West SiberiaKazakhstan gap
between cratons

Sichuan
earthquake
2008

Gujarat
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Now: What happens when cratons

converge?
Is the intervening mantle expelled
sideways?

4

Opening of the
western Black
Sea

Opening of the western Black Sea
Posters\BlackSeaopening.

Mid-Cretaceous
magmatic arc
with granites
mantle flow?

Moesian ‘indenter’
block (>early Prot)
This action by the
Moesian microplate
has long been a
puzzle.
Solution:

Modified from C.G.M.W. 1976 Sheet 9, 1: 10m

Converging
cratons
5

seismicity

Is mantle flow impinging on a Transylvanian keel causing
the intense localized deep seismicity below Vrancea?
Vrancea

Plot of seismicity M>3.0 (Sperner et al 2001)
C
a
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a
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n
s

Apuseni
window

180
km
Transylvania

Vrancea

?

mid-K
closure
Moesian ‘indenter’ minicraton
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The link with the Alps (Burchfiel)

The
dextral
link
with
the
Alps
Tectonophysics
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Final construction of the Western Alps

= Motion 1 of Adria/Italy – 200-250km to WNW – early Oligocene (32-28Ma)

W
Alps

1
from Osmaston (2008) IGR

Lines: Canavese (CL); Centovalli-Simplon (CSL); Insubric (IL);
Giudicaria (GL); Pusteria-Gailtal (PGL).
Penninic Front (PF).
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Deep keels and a 2-layer
mantle! Really!
so now we must ask:How are thick plates constructed?
Cratonic ones? Oceanic ones?
(cooling won’t do – it takes too long to get
that deep)

How do MORs ‘suck’ the mantle
needed?
How do thick oceanic ones behave
when subducted?
Can we reconcile subduction
tomographic profiles with a 2-layer
mantle?
How long have we had a 2-layer
mantle?
*****
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Construction and constitutional
profile of deep cratonic tectosphere
Drawn for a notional kimberlite pipe, using data from
seismology, kimberlite matrix and xenolith data, and heat flow.

tectosphere

primary
lithosphere

___ _____

continental crust
mantle
extremely depleted, due to crust
production processes
(xenolith data)

5

170-200km (Drop in Vs)
less depleted, more metasomatic
fluid (C,H,O,S) (xenolith data)
interstitial fluid (<1wt%?) lowers
seismic Vs; partition removes waterweakening of mineral structure

410km discontinuity
weak under cratons
Discon weakness is due to blurring
caused by fluid content

520km discontinuity weak
or absent under cratons

TZ
?
seepage zone from Lr Mantle (less depleted)
660km discon

Vertical profile of tectosphere
composition.
The wide spreads of quasi-coeval TTG
granitoid intrusion in the Archaean imply
derivation as post-subduction magmatism

(PSM) from the oceanic crust of flat-slab
plates very shallowly left in place when a
microcraton halted subduction. The depleted
zone to 170-200km depth is thus the depleted
mantle created by the MOR production of its
thick (25km+?) komatiitic Archaean oceanic
crust.
This ~200km limit supports that komatiite
genesis was from a wet mantle; for a dry
mantle the source would need to have been at
nearly twice this depth to achieve the
required high-melting.
Below that, sourcing the C,H,O,S
metasomatism seen in deeper xenoliths, is
rich (and still-wet) Archaean mantle that was
too deep to have been depleted on that
occasion. Its interstitial fluid content lowers
its density and thermal conductivity (cf
oceanic LVZ) and makes it stable,
mechanically (as for oceanic LVZ) and
gravitationally (by offsetting the higher
density associated with its lesser depletion
(more garnet). The lower thermal conductivity
explains the lower heatflow reaching the
crust of cratons, but implies a steeper
geotherm beyond 200km (seen in xenolith
data), lowering mantle density also.

Magmagenetic significance of splitting
cratons - signs of Lr. Mantle wetness.
The descent, into the lower mantle, of
stishovitic
lumps
of
subducted
and
transformed oceanic crust (to build D")
requires that, with 2-layer convection since
2.22Ga, (see panels 7-10), a compensating
volume of lower mantle material migrates
upward through the 660km discon into the
TZ.
If as much as half the crustal volume
subducted annually (~22.5km3) succeeds in
entering the lower mantle as dense lumps the
global upward migration ('seepage') rate
would currently be about 2.5mm/century
(25km/Ga), probably achievable by diffusion.
Splitting thick cratonic tectospheres
draws up late-Archaean-degree rich (and
volatile-rich) ex-lower mantle material from
this 'seepage' zone within the TZ, providing
an upper mantle source for plumes, for
kimberlites, and for the 2.5Ga+ Dupal isotopic
signature which overprints both OIB and
MORB in parts of the southern oceans,
especially the Indian Ocean (Osmaston
2000b). The wetness of the Iceland ‘plume’, all
the way from southern Reykjanes to the
western-most Gakkel, shows the Lr. Mantle
and the seepage from it are wet.

Construction of Archaean crust by repeated
post-subduction magmatism (PSM) 5a
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growing craton
(if any)

200 - 600km+
primitive-crusted area potentially incorporating
young (<150Ma) forearc features, including arcs

PSM adakites
from S2? S2
subduction
stopped

S1
PSM
trondhjemites
and tonalites by
partial melting of
primitive crust

cratonic nucleus(?)
halting subduction

"TTG"

subduction began
in oceanic domain

thick komatiitic
primitive crust
(25km+?)
<50Ma old
depleted mantle to
~180km depth
related to MOR genesis
of this crust.
Wet mantle implied; would
have been 350km+ for
komatiite from a dry mantle

Is this why so many are 'missing'?

Notes. The term 'primitive' crust has been used in order to escape the expectations often applied to
Archaean oceanic crust. Halting subduction gives time for oceanic LVZ heat to reach the crust for PSM.
To illustrate more clearly the nature of the PSM process in progress the flat part S1 of the subduction
interface is drawn well below the 'forearc' crust. In actual greenstone belts basal subduction tectonic
erosion (STE) has run at a much shallower level, having removed all the lower part of the ex-primitive
forearc crust. This has left us with a defective picture of what primitive crust was like.
In some cases, imbrication may have ensued, as seen in Phanerozoic HP-UHP belts e.g. Alps (Osmaston 2008).
Note that the amount of downbend advance by STE determines the downbend position and width of the
TTG belt, so may reach to well within the area of the existing craton, adding to previous TTGs.

Osmaston
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Construction of thick oceanic plate at MORs
The narrow mantle crack model for MORs that push
themselves apart and generate mantle suction
Figure illustrates intermediate-to-slow rate case
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._

._
._

laterally
accreting
narrow
crack
20cm?

._

_
.
._
_
.
_
.

normal faulting (at medium rates) as plates are intermittently WEDGED
apart at depth - they are NOT being pulled apart
seismic anisotropy continuously built-in by
columnar olivine crystallization at crack wall
log
jam(segregation level)

level of gt-sp perid phase change

'lithosphere'
(thicker at slower rates)

eruption-induced
gt-sp peridotite
LVZ material 'bolted'
top of LVZ
phase-change
(notional)
to lithosphere
wall dilatation
closes crack
....................................
and wedges
plates apart at
ph ch push-apart generates 'suction'
notional base of
phase-change
decompression melting begins
oceanic plate
level. This volume
increase also uplifts valley
superadiabatic thermal gradient in non-convecting
margins to give rough topography

LVZ ensures accretion to the crack walls
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Principles of action
Narrow crack. This offers 2 special properties (Osmaston 1995); (a)
Differential accretion to the walls of a non-straight crack will make the
MOR segment become straight; (b) Columnar growth of olivine at the
crack walls, due to its high a-axis thermal conductivity (Chai et al 1996)
will, by crystallization, build in seismic anisotropy at the start.
Eruption-heated solid-state phase-change push-apart of the walls,
alternating along strike, induces the flow into the crack intermittently and
creates the suction required by plate dynamics (Panel 3). The mechanism
gives this MOR model much greater (>10-fold?) ridge-push than the
divergent flow models, and is needed:(1) for pushing cratons towards one another and expelling mantle from between them
(Panel 4);
(2) for driving the subduction of young buoyant plates, essential in Archaean, but also
Andes (all younger plate than 50Ma and some flat-interface segments);
(3) for the progressive foreland-directed thrusting in the Andes (e.g. Jordan et al 1983);
(4) for compressing the oceanic plate sufficiently for a M = >9 subduction earthquake.
Log-jam segregation of magma. See Osmaston 2005 for mechanism.
For the fast EPR, push-apart is by the very shallow sp-plag ph.ch., so little or no rift
faulting occurs. For ultraslow, log-jam segregation doesn't work, so little crust is formed, but
push-apart is very strong, and so is the corresponding 'suction'.

Resolving the paradox of subduction
tomographic sections
The world’s most prolonged young-plate subduction (Central America)
yields the world’s biggest TZ-and-lower-mantle high-Vp signature,
whereas the oldest-plate zone (IzuBonin – 130Ma plate) sends hardly
any into the lower mantle. This is the OPPOSITE of what ‘cold slabs’
would do. So what are we looking at?

Answer: ex-LVZ heat reaches and melts the oceanic crust at the
interface. This, under TZ conditions, yields high density, high-Vp
stishovitic residues, lumps of which shower into the lower mantle.
So the lower mantle signature is NOT mantle material. Old plates
have less heat for melting their crust – so generate less residue.
Ryukyu

IzuBonin

(old plate)

Slope is due to Wmoving source-point.
Lumps fall vertically

Transition
Zone (TZ)

Blue = High Vp
Fukao et al 2001
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The two-layer mantle
Reconciliation with seismology and mantle structure
No seismicity below
660 km because no
slab penetration; it’s
only showers of
stishovitic ex-crustal
lumps – to build D”
‘Shower’ finishes
up as a layer on
D”, giving D” the
observed seismic
anisotropy.

Stishovite, the high-P polymorph of SiO2 , is uniquely
capable of carrying H2O into the lower mantle (Litasov et
al 2007 EPSL), thus drying out the mobile part of the
upper mantle from its former (early-Earth) wet state.
27

upper

History of upper mantle depletion

28

A 2-layer mantle now? So when and how
did it change from a whole-mantle mode?
Answer – During the well-established (Windley,
Condie) 2.45-2.2Ga gap in zircon dates for
orogenic granitoids and greenstone belts.
Details -- In the 2.8-2.45Ga run-up to this Post-Archaean Hiatus,
MOR crests deepened, finally lowering sea-level by >3km during
the Hiatus. The ~10km erosion of cratons unroofed TTG and used
up CO2 in weathering, giving the first global glaciations 2.45-2.3Ga.
Before all this, oxygenic life had been confined to the top 50-200m of oceans, fighting the acidification (pH=4.5) from MORs
(CO2, H2S, etc) at a chemocline. Shut-down of MORs enabled it to
win its battle, and deposit most of the world’s oxide-BIF (banded
iron-formation) 2.8-2.3Ga from the acid ocean’s Fe2+.
Completing the job at ~2.25Ga, atmospheric O2 finally rose,
and that’s why we are here.

So in this sense we are the living proof that
we have a 2-layer mantle.
29
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Principal

1. Equipping the SS planets with
their high specific a.m., relative
to solar, demands nebular action
throughout their accretion.
2. This short time-scale rules out
that cores were made by the
hot-nebula accretion and the
percolation of molten iron, with
simultaneous partition of
siderophiles, taking at least
30Ma, on Hf-W and U-Pb data.
3. Ringwood-mode core-formation
was completed while the nebula
was present, producing vast
volumes of chemical reaction
water - the origin of SS water.
4. The cool (<600K), high-density
nebula this needed was provided
by my new 2-stage scenario for

Conclusions
SS formation, providing reliable
nebular action for resolving the
a.m. problem and yielding many
accords with exoplanet findings.
5. Siderophile partition with mantle
during core formation did not
occur but was later, across the
final CMB, so it does not define
the time of core formation.
6. Core formation gave the early
Earth a wet mantle; its changing
rheological effects over time
played dominant parts in the
evolution of the Earth's mantle
and crust, and still do, evident as
deep-keeled cratons since 2.5Ga.
7. A related effect enabled the
primary rise of atmospheric
oxygen at ~2.2Ga.
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